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Abstract

Accurate and reliable traffic state estimation is essential for the identification of congested

areas and bottleneck locations. It enables the quantification of congestion characteristics,

such as intensity, duration, reliability, and spreading which are indispensable for the de-

ployment of appropriate traffic management plans that can efficiently ameliorate congestion

problems. Similarly, it is important to categorize known congestion patterns throughout a

long period of time, so that corresponding traffic simulation models can be built for the in-

vestigation of the performance of different traffic management plans. This study conducts

cluster analysis to identify days with similar travel conditions and congestion patterns. To

this end, travel, traffic and weather data from the Smart Mobility Living Lab of Thessaloniki,

Greece is used. Representative days per cluster are determined to facilitate the develop-

ment of traffic simulation models that typify average traffic conditions within each cluster.

Moreover, spatio-temporal matrices are developed to illustrate time-varying traffic condi-

tions along different routes for the representative days. Results indicate that the proposed

clustering technique can produce valid classification of days in groups with common charac-

teristics, and that spatio-temporal matrices enable the development of traffic management

plans which encompass routing information for competing routes in the city of Thessaloniki.

Keywords: cluster analysis, congestion identification, traffic data, travel conditions, weather

data
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1 Introduction

Traffic congestion has huge societal, environmental and economic implications. Hence, con-

gestion identification is critical for the development of efficient traffic control methods and

management plans that can alleviate the aforementioned adverse impacts. Several studies

have proposed methods for traffic state estimation that make use of different data types. A

speed performance index (SPI) that accounts for traffic flow speeds and road speed limits

was proposed for the identification of congestion patterns on urban freeways [Che21]. Float-

ing car data (FCD) were used for the estimation of congestion on large scale road networks

and travel times within congestion zones in the form of time-varying Travel Time Indexes

[Erd21]. Model-driven and data-driven methods were combined for traffic state estimation

[Shi21]. A data fusion methodology that considers different sensor types was developed

for accurate traffic state estimation [Gen22]. Vehicle trajectory data were used for investi-

gating the possibility that turning movements at intersections constitute bottlenecks while

accounting for congestion spreading [Wei22]. This study adopted data-driven methods to

identify travel conditions and develop corresponding traffic simulation models and traffic

management plans. It applies spectral clustering to group days of similar traffic and weather

characteristics, identifies representative days per cluster for the development of traffic sim-

ulation models, and estimates spatio-temporal matrices (STMs) for alternative routes (all

representative days are considered).

2 Methodology

Cluster analysis was conducted to group days with similar travel conditions. The cluster

analysis method implemented in the context of this study was based on the principles pro-

posed by FHWA for identifying travel conditions [Wun19]. In specific, spectral clustering was

applied to group days based on similar traffic and weather characteristics [Lux07]. Spectral

clustering performs a low-dimension embedding of the affinity matrix between samples, fol-

lowed by k-means clustering of the components of the eigenvectors in the low dimensional

space. It is especially computationally efficient when the affinity matrix is sparse and the

algebraic multigrid (AMG) solver is used for the eigenvalue problem. The version of spectral

clustering adopted by this study requires the number of clusters to be specified in advance

and works well for a small number of clusters. Additionally, it receives as input a pseudo

random number generator used for the initialization of the eigenvectors decomposition and

the k-means initialization, and the strategy for assigning labels in the embedding space (k-

means). The adopted spectral clustering technique examines different possible outcomes in

terms of cluster numbers. The number of clusters that provides a good description of the

data and prevents over-fitting is selected with the use of the elbow method.

Subsequently, representative days per cluster are determined based on the relevant metho-

dology proposed by FHWA [Wun19]. Representative days exemplify system dynamics within

a specific cluster of days, since they exhibit minimum difference between observed time-
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variant performance measures (pertaining to the representative day) and mean time-de-

pendent observed measures (considering all days in the cluster). Therefore, development

and calibration of traffic simulation models is feasible based on observed rather than syn-

thetic traffic data which are characterized by the unrealistic smoothing of time dynamic

performance measures. The identification process of representative days encompasses the

following steps:

1. Estimation of the average time-variant speed for each 15-minute time interval across

all days in the cluster for multiple routes.

2. Estimation of the difference between the average speed and the speed observed on a

particular day (expressed as a percentage of the mean value).

3. Selection of the individual day that minimizes the difference between the individual

day and the average speeds considering all routes.

Moreover, speed measures (15-minute time interval) are also used to generate spatio-

temporal matrices (STMs) for multiple routes of the examined network and each represen-

tative day. STMs facilitate the automatic identification of traffic congestion and bottlenecks

[Hal16]. To this end, cut-off speeds that indicate transitions among free-flow traffic, mild

congestion and severe congestion are estimated as a function of free-flow speeds (FFS) on

a cluster basis. Specifically, 2/3 of FFS is considered the threshold between free-flow traffic

and mild congestion, while 1/3 of FFS is considered the threshold between mild and severe

congestion. FFS is picked as the 90th percentile speed from the cumulative density function

(CDF) of speed measures pertaining to all days in a cluster. At last, speed measures from the

representative days are compared with average cut-off speeds (considering all days in each

cluster) for the generation of STMs. The illustration of congestion patterns on STMs enables

the development of specific traffic management plans (e.g. routing information in the case

of alternative paths) that can effectively mitigate the identified congestion issues.

3 Results and Discussion

The city center of Thessaloniki, Greece was selected as the study site. FCD, Bluetooth data,

and weather data collected from the Smart Mobility Living Lab of Thessaloniki were used

for the identification of travel conditions [Sal18]. The following data (in 15-minute time

interval) was input to the adopted spectral clustering algorithm:

• Number of taxi rides encompassing at least one passenger,

• Number of vehicles detected via Bluetooth sensors,

• Speed measures along multiple routes or the city center of Thessaloniki,

• Mean temperature,
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• Precipitation probability.

The clustering analysis considered 365 days (year 2019) and the study period was se-

lected between 07:00 am – 12:00 pm. The raw data were processed in a format that renders

each day as the dependent variable, while the aforementioned characteristics are the ex-

planatory variables the characterize it. The average value of the 10-nearest neighbors was

used for data imputation purposes. To obtain the optimal number of clusters the elbow

curve is estimated (Figure 1). According to the elbow curve, the case of 7 clusters is a cut-off

point beyond which the addition of an extra cluster does not provide a significantly improved

explanation of the variation in the dataset. However, for simplicity reasons the case of 4 clus-

ters is presented in this study, which still exhibits a good performance in terms of explained

variation. A comprehensive description of each cluster is provided below:

1. Typical weekdays with 18.7 °C average temperature, 4 % precipitation probability, 26 %

increase of taxi rides and 5 % reduction of average speed on multiple routes compared

to the base cluster.

2. Typical weekdays with 18.7 °C average temperature, 17 % precipitation probability,

38 % increase of taxi rides and 14 % reduction of average speed on multiple routes

compared to the base cluster.

3. Weekends and holidays with 17.8 °C average temperature, 4 % precipitation probabil-

ity, very few taxi rides and free-flow traffic conditions (Base Cluster).

4. Typical weekdays with 13.65 °C average temperature, 48 % precipitation probability,

53 % increase of taxi rides and 26 % reduction of average speed on multiple routes

compared to the base cluster.

Figure 2 depicts the allocation of days (per month) in the aforementioned clusters. It can

be observed that summer (August), Christmas (December), and Easter (April) holidays are

grouped in the same cluster (No. 2) with weekends. Typical weekdays with good weather

and moderate-to-heavy traffic (Cluster No. 0 & 1) appear mainly between March – Septem-

ber, while typical weekdays with low temperatures, increased precipitation probabilities and

heavy traffic (Cluster No. 3) appear during the winter months. Days belonging to Cluster

No. -1 were omitted from the analysis due to reduced availability of traffic data.

Finally, representative days were identified and STMs were created for specific routes

with the use of speed measures from the latter days. Figure 3 shows STMs for two com-

peting routes crossing the city center of Thessaloniki (Tsimiski St. & Egnatia St.) and the

representative day of Cluster No. 0. In the 3rd and 4th columns of the STMs appear the cut-

off speeds that dictate transitions among different traffic states (free-flow traffic, mild and

severe congestion). According to the STMs, Tsimiski St. is rather congested during the AM

peak period, while traffic flows more efficiently along Egnatia St. for the same time period.

Thus, personalized or generic routing advice can be provided to vehicular traffic upstream

of the east entrances to the city center. Accordingly, congestion issues can be identified on

other routes and appropriate traffic management plans can be developed.
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Figure 1: Distortion values for different number of clustes (elbow curve).

Figure 2: Allocation of days (per month) to different clusters (case of 4 clusters).
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Figure 3: STMs for two competing routes in the city of Thessaloniki, Greece.
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4 Conclusions

This study conducted a spectral clustering analysis to categorize days in groups that exhibit

similar traffic behavior and weather characteristics. The elbow method was used to deter-

mine the optimal number of clusters, and results are presented for the case of 4 clusters.

It can be seen that the spectral clustering algorithm groups days in an accurate and mean-

ingful manner. Representative days are identified per cluster, and STMs are developed for

alternative routes (all representative days are considered). The identification of represen-

tative days will be used for the development of traffic simulation models that are typical of

average traffic dynamics within each cluster, while STMs enable the development of traffic

management plans that encompass routing advice (generic or personalized) and travel time

information along alternative routes. Moreover, the results of this analysis will be used for

the development of trigger-based traffic signal management strategies. In the future, traf-

fic count, incident and micromobility data will be combined with the data of this study to

achieve an improved classification of days in groups with similar characteristics. The inclu-

sion of incident data in the aforementioned analysis will enable the identification of safety

related issues and the development of relevant real-time traffic management strategies that

could be conveyed to multiple road users via robust connectivity technologies. Safety-related

data from the deployment of micromobility modes in the city of Thessaloniki will enrich the

results of the clustering analysis and provide the opportunity to develop traffic management

strategies that account for multimodality. Finally, data from related to micromobility modes

will facilitate the identification of patterns pertaining to trip making and mode choice.
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